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Southern Belle sings Latin Pop 14 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Pop, POP: Today's Top 40 Details:

WELCOME to KATIAH'S WORLD Coming soon on CD BABY you will find a new Katiah showcase

including the great soft rock classic 'TRAGEDY', written by Katiah's producer Gerald Nelson. It comes

alive in a totally new rendition both in English and Spanish. Collect some chill bumps when you listen to 'I

LOVE YOU MORE THAN THAT' and bounce around your room to 'MONEY MACHINE'. Throughout

these selections from Katiah's more than 70-recorded masters get set for a real musical treat. ENJOY!

KATIAH, A CAPSULE LOOK Kathy Hill is a blonde Southern beauty from Atlanta, Georgia, stage name

KATIAH. Katiah began her career at age 16 as the lead singer in a 50's style band. Although she doesn't

remember how or why, she hooked up with a county band and was soon show stopping in such

legendary venues as 'Nashville Sounds' and 'Miss Kitty's Country Showcase'. After recording some sides

in Nashville with the top musicians and producers she realized that something didn't fit. There was too

much natural vocal talent, range, expression, dynamics, heart, and feel demanding to be set free and

typical country songs didn't-doesn't require the kind of skills that Katiah has. Then by a stroke of luck

arranger-producer Gerald Nelson needed a strong vocalist to record a demo for another artist. Chesley

Stephens, songwriter and guitarist, recommended Kathy Hill. Instantly, Gerald recognized that indeed

here was a special talent, something different, and something very unique. Having worked with enough

top artist to cover this entire page including such stars as Elvis, Brenda Lee, and Charlie Rich he also

realized that they would have to record song after song after song to develop and find the correct

combinations to launch a lasting career. Katiah said, "Let's do It" AND they did and herein are just

samplings of the result. We sincerely hope you enjoy the recordings as much as they did in making them.

FIRST UP The first release: KATIAH......10 new songs in Spanish, 4 in English. What's so damn great
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about that?! Just listen, you'll find out....By The Way Katiah dosen't speak one single word of Spanish -

She can just DO IT!
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